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Introducing:
Hedgerow.
Control and create zones within your space by using an attractive and 
colourful acoustic divider. Made from layers of felt leaves arranged in 
smooth ombré colourways, use the Hedgerow to bring the outdoors 
in. Inspired by nature and the change of seasons, these dividers are a 
creative way to build walls or temporary spaces.

Made from:  
 

Made for:

Guaranteed:

Finished in:

 
Options:

Fibreglass rods with felt leaves.   
Ash veneer base.

Indoor use.

5 year commercial warranty.

Base stained in 11 colours. 
Felt leaves available in three colourways.

Integrated lighting in base.



Falling  
Water

Timber Stain Colour Options.
Colours are indicative only.

Leaf Colourways.
Autex Vertiface felt., Colours are indicative only.

Opera Beehive Simba

Acros Lime Jade Gherkin

Stonewash OctaneSpear
mint

Vintage

Making 
flexibility easy.

Designed by the Harrows team. the Hedgerow is available 
in red, green or blue colourways. The timber base can be 

stained in any colour, and lighting can be  
integrated on request.
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Red Colourway

Green Colourway

Blue Colourway

Clear Antique 
Clear

Whitewash Ghost Sand Putty

3/4 Walnut Smoke Carbon Dark Oak Eclipse

Oak





The back 
story.

Harrows is a family business run by three brothers, Mark, Tim and Rich 
Suckling who all learnt the craft of furniture making from an early age.

 
The family was initially focused on manufacturing domestic furniture, 

until they acquired a small import business and reselling business in 2006 
servicing the hospitality sector.  It was quickly apparent that there was a 

large appetite for fresh, different and exciting furniture options in 
this area, which wasn’t being serviced.

Fast forward to today and Harrows has three generations under one roof, 
with a team upwards of 35 across sales, marketing, customer service, 
operations and production, with specialist departments in-house for 

laminating and machining, fitting and assembly, upholstery, polishing 
and painting. We have expanded our personalised approach and product 

designs to service all social spaces, not just hospitality. 

We believe that good design should be both functional and aesthetically 
pleasing, but most importantly, accessible to all. To put it simply, it needs to 
be possible to execute in an efficient and commercially sustainable way. It’s 
an ability to interpret a creative vision and translate it to a practical solution 

while minimising compromise that sets Harrows apart.



Get in touch!
0800 142 233
sales@harrows.co.nz

Auckland Showroom:
3 Dundonald Street, Eden Terrace, Auckland

Timaru Office & Manufacturing:
31-33 Redruth Street, Timaru


